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It’s all about the data, stupid! 
We live in a paradoxical time where uncertainty, conflict of direction, society, and politics burden 

heavily on the manageability of society, economics and civilization. The disruption of a virus was 

the last thing we would want and has left a trail of destruction on all possible grounds. But at the 

same time this crisis does offer the opportunity to think and act outside of the box for once. Never 

waste a good crisis! We realize more and more that most important issues are no longer solvable 

through a paradigm in which traditional thinking patterns and solution directions are mostly 

approached by identical optics. We are confronted daily with decisions based on iterative and 

incremental truth-finding, in other words by advancing insights while the underlying data could 

have told us already that the way of solution should be in another direction, in only a fraction of the 

time and for substantially lower expenses. The obscurity on the administrative level to think and act 

holistically and data-driven is quite shocking because the necessary technology and data are amply 

available but not applied in the correct manner. What we don‘t know we fear: Therefore a digital 

transformation is also a sociological issue because it mobilizes all layers in an organization to see 

the business- and operating model against a sharp light and make the right choices using data. 

The development of ‗emerging technologies‘ has gained momentum, which cannot be kept up with 
on a political and company level by directors. And besides this there‘s talk of turmoil and panic that 
has originated from world powers fighting globally for technical leadership on a geopolitical level. A 
great lead is created only for a limited number of players, as a result of their lead in the 
applicability of this technology. Those left behind are in danger of being wiped out. Therefore 
there‘s a lack of a level playing field, which means that the Fortune 500 list will look completely 

different in five years time. 

Ten years ago oil companies topped the Fortune 500 list. Nowadays it is dominated by data driven 
‗big tech‘ with their multisided platforms. At the same time we see smalltechs in the form of 
unicorns disrupt existing markets and wipe out incumbent players in just a few years time. And… 
the game has only just begun.  

Europe feels cornered and is being sandwiched by the big techs in the USA and China and is trying 
to maintain its position through regulation. This rearguard action leads to a tremendous internal 
battle of directions in which the bureaucracy in Brussels is gearing up for a form of state capitalism 
with triads of idealistic objectives that have taken on an almost religious character. The harsh 
reality, on the other hand, demands ambitious entrepreneurship, innovation, a willingness to 
change, risking capital and a fighters-and-winners mentality from the real economy. In any case, 
the world has not become any clearer, with Bommel doubtfully wondering: 'Thom puss make up a 
ploy..." The success of the continuity of our society and business will have to come from 

entrepreneurship, where the government should facilitate this and not the other way around. 

Data is the new oil with which a lot of value, prosperity but also well-being can be generated. 
But for that to happen, just like oil, it will first have to be explored upstream before it can be 
exploited downstream and converted into value creation. The most reassuring news is that our 
society thrives on data that is latent in all fibers of our society. But what good is it if you can't get 
to it properly so that as a result of this you lose the momentum to convert this latent wealth into 
financial and social equity? There is much more data than oil and this resource is also inexhaustible 
as long as you handle it correctly and are willing to enrich your data by combining creativity and 

good ideas.  

We live in a time where there is a chronic lack of time and money. 75 years of thinking and acting 
in the producers-surplus model has saddled society, the government and the free-market economy 
with an unbelievable amount of legacy in thinking, doing, processes and systems, making 
production processes far too expensive and complex. Digitalization offers the opportunity to keep 
the good things from the past, but also to say goodbye to the bad things that lead to value 
destruction. In other words, the current model is broken and sub-optimization, goat paths, corner 

and cod-like twists or 'lipstick on a pig' will no longer offer a solution for this in the long term. 

In other words: a change of course is called for, quickly, efficiently and effectively! Existing 
paradigms, management wisdom, trendy hypes and old wine in new business only lead to 

disillusionment and value destruction. 
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In a combination of various experts who have been active for many years at many companies and 

organizations, we have combined and recorded our knowledge and experience in this book to offer 
directors a way out of the challenges they now face as leaders. 
 
This book offers a vision and approach to formulate an answer to the many challenges from a 
holistic perspective (and with data as the source for value development). Both on a geopolitical and 
macro level, but also on a corporate microlevel, the digital transformation 4.0, as described in this 
book, offers a clear, manageable vision and approach to give our society and economy a new 

boost, using data as the new source for value creation. 
 
Ken van Ierlant 
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Management summary Data – Value 

– Creation 
 

 

Ken van Ierlant 

 

Digital Transformation 4.0. The term probably leads to questions: Aren't we skipping 2.0 and 3.0? 
Isn't this pointless inflation? The answer is: no. Precisely if we had stepped up a gear, precisely if 
we had opted for a title with '2.0‘, we would not do justice to reality. Subsequently we would have 
suggested that we see digital transformation as a gradual adjustment, as a number of small, 

incremental steps forward that make your company just that little bit more efficient. That's 
definitely not what we're aiming for. 

 
That is why we are not advocating a digital transformation such as you would see with an average 
bank of some size. There they develop all kinds of ways to offer existing services to even more 
customers. But in fact it is always about the 'old way' of service provision. Same business model, 
same operating model. All those shiny gadgets they present, all those apps and new payment 
methods... It's lipstick on a pig. 
 

Because digital transformation - real digital transformation - represents a total break with the past. 
That's why we don't opt for add-ons and cosmetic solutions, we focus directly on the operating 
model. With true digital transformation 4.0, you ensure that the costs of that model go down 
enormously, and that your organization can devise new product-market combinations that meet 
the needs of your customer. In other words: with digital transformation 4.0 we compare your 
company to fast-growing startups and scale-ups, and internet giants such as Google and Amazon. 

They can disrupt any market, be it foodstuffs or insurance. They have easy access to the correct 
data. 
 
With that last word - data - we get to the heart of the problem. The vast majority of CEO‘s see 
digital transformation as a technical issue, something for IT. And so they dedicate this topic to the 
CIO, CDO, or CTO. That is not a good idea, because IT usually proves to be an obstacle. As far as 
they are concerned, many traditional companies struggle with their IT with so-called legacy. All 

their data is scattered across numerous applications that have been tied together for decades. For 
example, look at a well-known German car manufacturer They have no less than seven different 
customer databases that are spread over six different applications, so every change has to be 
entered six (or seven?) times. Extremely inefficient, extraordinarily expensive, and yet IT people 
can't quite say goodbye to this. In fact, their entire thinking is geared to maintaining those 
applications, and so they make the process unnecessarily complicated. 
 

Time for a different view of digital transformation. This is not a topic for the CIO, CO or CTO, but 
for the CEO, because it is not a technology issue, but a business problem. Presently in 2021, 
technology is a commodity. You can get it everywhere and it hardly costs any money. In fact, you 
don't even have to bring it into your home anymore: you can easily place it outside the door. So 
there is no reason to spend any more capital on IT. And certainly no reason to let IT tell you how 
to run your business. Well, it's just as absurd to let IT decide on a digital transformation. 

 
So, a business issue - but definitely a complex issue. Because digital transformation forces 
companies to work in a different way: not application-driven but data-centric. This also means that 
applications and legacy are depreciated at an accelerated rate. It also means that the data in those 
applications must be tracked down and cleaned out. About 85% of that data is ballast, also called 
ROT: Redundant, Obsolete and Trivial. 
 
A simple example: a paragraph in which one party indicates that he owes the other party 150,000 

euros should definitely be kept. But the salutation and the signature of that same letter - dear sir, 
with kind regards - are of course less interesting. So you only want to keep that 15% clean data. 
This is then placed in a database of an external provider, for example Google. 
 
Let's be honest: that sounds like an expensive operation, especially at a time when the balance 
sheets of companies have been emptied at an accelerated rate. However, this is not so bad, 
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because the process is actually self-financing. Just think, in the current situation companies are 

faced with numerous applications, and therefore also expensive licenses and management costs. 
The moment you dispose of those applications, you free up a ton of money and time. This leaves 
room for focus on business and opportunities, and for new product-market combinations that meet 
customer needs. Add to this the fact that the entire digital transformation can be a factor of six 
faster than an average advisory process, and you understand that the above-mentioned money will 
also become available quickly. 
 
How is it possible to make Digital transformation 4.0 work so fast? Well, we believe that in the first 

instance this book is important for all layers of the organization including middle management, but 
also for the board. It is precisely in the initial phase where you want to involve middle management 
in the process, despite the fact that the middle managers also have their own interests. Like the IT 
people, they want to maintain the existing structures. After all, everyone is used to that structure, 
but without support from middle management every transformation will fail. 
 
Of course, the objections to a top-down approach are obvious. Because with such a top-down 
approach, do you create a support base among the employees? We think so. Let's go back to the 

German car manufacturer with its seven different databases. Again, the employees there are busy 
all day filling those databases with the exact same data. Consider what happens when you tell 
those people that you are going to make their work much more interesting. That from now on they 
will carry out tasks that actually contribute to the profitability of the organization. And that you also 
offer to guide them in this new way of working. Most of them will react very enthusiastically. Much 
more enthusiastic in any case than when such a change is initiated by the IT department. In the 

perception of many colleagues, they simply build a new system or a new infrastructure there, 
which the organization then has to learn to work with. Often little attention is paid to support. 
 
In summary, the two key learning points in this book are: 
■ Why is digital transformation 4.0 a business issue and not an IT problem? 

■ How fast can digital transformation 4.0 be implemented from your own resources? 
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1 
Introduction to the future of the 

entrepreneurial Netherlands 
 

 

 

Bert Pijnse van der Aa and Ken van Ierlant 

 
Just like in our personal life, entrepreneurs often think about the future. That thought about the 
future usually leads to questions and goals about ‗more or less‘. We are going to cut costs, make 
more turnover, serve more customers, introduce new services. However, such thoughts about the 
future are mainly based on knowledge and experience gained up to the present moment. The 
image of the future which you want to mirror your goals to is mainly based on what is already in 
your imagination. In other words, what you have experienced before in a possibly different context. 

Self or through the experiences of others. But everything that you or others have already 
experienced is actually no longer a real future. There is no world after covid-19, there is only a 
world with covid-19. 
 
That which you cannot imagine, you cannot predict in advance. None of us can predict the future. 
Which entrepreneur could imagine that the covid-19 pandemic would break out beforehand? That 
this would lead to a new view on working from home? How valuable goals about ‗more and less‘ 
are when such unpredictable situations arise? The future is full of corona viruses, black swans and 

other unpredictable events that will affect our business operations, figure 1.1. That will put us in a 
crisis. 
 
In the words of Andy Grove, the first CEO of Intel Corporation, "Bad companies are destroyed by 
crisis, good companies survive them, great companies are improved by them." It is not the change 
or the crisis itself that affects our business. It's all in the decisions. The decisions that 
entrepreneurs make at crucial moments of change determine the future of the company. 
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Figure 1.1 Black swan 

 
It is clear that there is now a crisis happening. Therefore it‘s time to make decisions about the 

transformation that will make the difference for the future for the organization. 
 
When making such crucial decisions, taking a new path, or doing nothing, you are probably 
thinking: what has now actually changed? Disruption is a magic word in that capacity. So is tech 
disruption. 
 
In fact, tech disruption is also just a moment of transformation. This means that many can and will 
lose, however it also means that there is much to gain for others. A new normal is never good or 
bad. A new normal is just the confirmation that there is no normal. 
 
Covid-19 has taught us that no one can predict the future. Covid-19 has greatly accelerated this 

process of tech disruption that we are in and that forces us to make decisions. You can therefore 
only create in the future through the decisions you make as an entrepreneur at crucial moments. 
 
Success has never been about predicting, successful businesses have never been created by 
predicting the future. They are successful because of their good understanding of the NOW. What 
problems need to be solved NOW, what opportunities are there NOW? If you take a good look at 
the current situation, can you now determine and decide what to do (NOW)? 
 

What we can observe NOW is that there is an increased rate of change. Our bodies change every 
minute. Change is a constant in our lives. We can already deal with that biologically. We often 
don't see those changes anymore. However, speed is something that we do not easily deal with 
and that we have not been 'automatically and unconsciously' taught. The adoption of the car took 
about 67 years1. The rate of adoption of the tablet was around four years. The speed of innovation 

is now increasing exponentially. Thanks to digital tools, everything is moving faster and faster. 

Covid-19 has also given an extra boost to, for example, working from home and shopping online. 
 

                                                      
1 This is the time it took for everyone to have a ca rafter the T-ford came to the market. 
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